
Z1-D 900

PROJECT NAME:  Z1-D     1972 Z1-900

PRICE GUIDE: £9000

This will be another one of our "standard" special bikes. Based on an original Z1 but with all the updates 
seen on the Z1-C project, upgraded brakes, electrics, frame and suspension.

This will be a black engined model finished in the green and yellow paintwork.

From a distance it will look standard with it`s 4-4 exhaust and standard paintwork but we will be doing the 
small mods to make it handle and brake much better.

*BILLET YOKES

*UPGRADED FORKS

*AP RACING 4 POT CALIPERS AND DISCS

*HYDRAULIC CLUTCH RELEASE

*HAGON SHOCKS

*BRACED FRAME AND SWING ARM

*BILLET ENGINE MOUNTS

*UPGRADED ELECTRICS

* MODERN TYRES

*KEIHIN 29mm SMOOTHBORE CARBS





We dont have much to start with (alright just a frame and crankcase!!!), but we do like a challenge here at Z-
power!!!

The frame and other metal bits will be going off to VANDEN our powder coaters while the engine parts will 
be going off to our good friend Steve Smethurst for cleaning before we paint them black.

Friday 16th March:

Got the frame and the other Black bits back today from Vanden.

There was a small discrepancy on the log book with the frame number which DVLA are sorting out so i was 
keen to look at the frame number to make sure it was correct. However the powder coating has covered it all 

up anyway!!!.

Will have to wait for the log book to come back. Looks like i will have to use one of our Headstock decals 
with the Vin number on it like on the American import bikes. Such is life!!!!





Thursday 22nd March:

I fitted a few bits to the frame today, the battery box, the tool box and the rear brake pedal using new 
fasterners and rubbers and the rear inner plastic fender.

I also ran a tap through the various threads in readiness for some of the other parts that will be fitted later.





Thursday 29th March:

We have started to try out a new company specialising in motorcycle powder coating. These are in Aintree near Liverpool, 
ELITE engineering (0151-524-2838). They have powder coated a set of crankcases for us for this early black engined Z1 
for us. This should be more durable than the old process of spray painting them although the cost is considerably more!. 

They justify the cost with the blasting and masking that they have to do.

They have done an excellent job in re-producing the original satin black finish.

I intend to give them the head, barrel and cam cover as well now that i have seen thier work.





Wednesday 4th April:

We are really busy here at Z-power so i have been struggling to get anything done on any of the bikes so i 
came in early today to assemble the bottom end of the motor.

A new cam chain was fitted along with one of our gearbox bearing sets. A few new tab washers,o`rings and 
a set of re-zinced crankcase bolts and the job was done within an hour.

I got a letter from the DVLA today to say that they wanted to inspect the bike regarding the reg number!



I think they may have to wait a while for that?





Sunday 22nd April:

Did a bit of work on the bike this weekend. I fitted the billet yokes using a new set of taper roller head bearings.

I then fitted the oil pump and then the sump plate using new gaskets and seals.

 Then i fitted the bottom end of the motor into the frame using the alloy billet engine mounts. Once this was in i fitted a 
few of the polished outer engine covers and the inner transmission cover.







Tuesday 24th April:

Got the rear wheel hub back from Steve Smethurst today all niceley polished and cleaned so i added this to 
the powder coated front hub and sent it to Steve at B+C motorcycles (0161-205-3243) along with a new set 

of chrome DID rims and a new set of spokes to get rebuilt.

I had already replaced the bearings and seals in the hubs with new ones, so as soon as they come back i can 
get a set of tyres fitted to them. I will be trying to fit the biggest size tyres i can but until i get the swing arm 

from JMC i dont really know how big? The arm is due from them in the next two weeks!.

I also sent the cylinder barrels off to ELITE powder coatings to get them to do the same finish on them like 
they did on the crankcases. Once these come back i can get them bored to 998cc. The customer for this bike 

decided that we would take it out to 998cc using one of our Japanese High compression big bore kits.

I also need to get the cylinder head over to Tony at Pitsop motorcycles (01942 684684) for him to check the 
threads, studs and valve guides for us. Once this is given the OK then i can also send this to Elite as well.

I am away on My bike for 3 weeks in May so not much will get done on this project but everything should be 
ready to go for when i return?

***************************************************************

Thusday 24th May:

Well i am back!!!

3 weeks and 9500 miles riding my bike around the coast of America!!

Feels good to be standing still for a change!

In my absence the cylinder was powder coated at Elite and the wheels have been rebuilt at B+C motorcycles 
but the swingarm from JMC have not come in yet, 11 weeks now!!!!!



They have promised it for next week?

I got Tony from MCM engineering to bore the cylinders to take the big bore kit while i waited!

I need to ring Tony at Pitstop motorcycles to see if the cylinder head is ready.



I also Put the paintwork on the bike to see how it would look?

Excellent of course!

While i was at it i fitted the fork legs and headlamp bracket to the yokes.

Then i fitted the headlamp shell and a chrome rear grabrail and the chrome Hagon shock absorbers.

These are all fitted loose because no doubt i will need to remove them at some stage to fit some other major 
parts.





Monday 28th May:

I spent the whole day today working on the bike.

I fitted the new 6-fuse system wiring loom along with a new combined regulater/rectifier, a new starter 
solenoid and a set of heavy duty ignition coils, also fitted were the rest of the smaller electrical components 
(relays, horn, brake switches). All the electrics are going to be new, that way nothing should go wrong with 
them! I assembled a set of clocks using a new electronic Tacho and a re-con speedo expertley done by Chris 

Rivett. All the other clock parts were new from our vast stocks! I then fitted these to the top yoke.





Then i assembled a set of standard type high handlebars using new standard switchgear, new rubbers and 
the master cylinders from the relevant clutch and brake kits. Then i bolted these to the top yoke and fitted a 

set of new standard type mirrors.





I then started on the Fenders. A new standard front chrome one was used and a new short USA type chrome 
one on the back. Then i fitted the tail light 

assembly. 





I fitted the brake hose guides to the front fender and the fork brace as well.

Then i fitted the tank badges, the tank chrome filler cap and the side panel badges.







Then the rear footrest and then a new standard seat. I will need to fit a UK strap to this later on.



Wednesday 13th June:

Well it seems ages since i looked at this bike!! We have been so busy here that most of my time has been 
spent doing my real job, selling kawasaki parts!!!

JMC still have not done the swing arm, god knows what they are playing at?

I could not wait any longer and got SMD in Leigh to fit a set of Metzlers to the wheels. I went for a 100/90 
front and a 130/80 rear. These are oversize to the original but will be ok.





Sunday 17th June:

I did a bit more work on the wheels today.

I fitted a new bearing and seal to the sprocket carrier and then using 6 new bolts and nuts, fitted a 35 teeth rear 
sprocket. Then i fitted a new set of brake shoes to the rear brake panel and then fitted the camshaft and lever to it.







Wednesday 20th June:

I fitted the two front Disc rotors today, then the front axel and speedo gearbox and fitted the front wheel 
into the forks. I have used a stainless steel front axel and spacer. The speedo gearbox is the original, powder 

coated satin black.

(still no sign of the JMC swing arm by the way!!!)





Thursday 21st June:

I fitted the centre stand today along with new bolts and springs. Then i fitted the 4 pot AP lockheed calipers 
to the fork legs. I rode that last project we did with these calipers on and the braking was superb, it was 

hard to adjust after so many years of no brakes!!!!!

I also fitted a pair of our alloy fork covers instead of the reflectors.







Friday 22nd June:

I did a bit more on the electrics today, fitted a new Sealed GEL battery and put the main earth and live wires 
onto the loom.

Because the starter motor will be seen through the outer clutch release cover i decided to paint the motor 
silver.





Tuesday 26th June:

It`s a miracle!!!!! The JMC swing arm has arrived!!!!!

I can get it powder coated now.



Wednesday 18th July.

Got the swing arm back from ELITE today. I quickly fitted the bearings and sleeves and fastened it to the 
frame. Looks really well in Satin black.





I also got the cylinder head back from the head shop, having fitted new guides for me and repairing a few 
"loose" threads, so i dropped that off at Elite to get powder coated as well.

I then fitted the wheel adjusters which i kept a polished alloy finish

and then the chrome torque arm and a alloy chain gaurd.







Tuesday 8th August.

Been a bit slowed down with normal work recently so not really done much on the bike. However i did get around the 
finishing the rear wheel off and fitting the number plate. I also finished off the electrics and fitted the seat lock. A new 

35tooth rear sprocket was fitted to the sprocket carrier and a new set of cush drive rubbers.









Then i fitted the wheel to the swing arm. I can`t adjust it or tighten it up yet until i fit the rear drive chain.





I also, after it seems ages, got around to fitting the cylinders to the crankcases. The special tool we have for holding the 
pistons will not work on the big bore kit because of the size of the piston skirts so i had to do it by hand, the old 

fashioned way!!



Tuesday 21st August:

I put a new set of steel/friction plates into the clutch today and a new set of heavy duty springs. The old ones looked ok 
and were well within spec but i replaced them anyway!





I also got the cylinder head back from Elite powder coaters so i started to polish up the fins at each end.

Then i got a new set of valves and seals out of stock and fitted these to the new guides that Engine-tecknics had fitted 
weeks ago!

I then got a new set of cam chain tensioners/guides/rollers and rubbers out of stock to fit to the top of the cylinders.









Wednesday 22nd August:

I fitted the cylinder head onto the cylinders today using a new Wiseco head gasket, new washers and 
chrome cylinder head nuts. This early Z1 motor uses the one piece head gasket and because of the bigbore 

kit it had to be a wiseco part. Then i fitted 4 new inlet rubbers to the back of the head.







Sunday 26th August:

Well i decided to work this bank holiday weekend, having a "blitz" on this project.

I fitted the new alternator to the new engine cover then fitted this to the engine. It was then that i noticed one of the 
6mm threads in the crankcase was missing!!! I reckon to have checked all these threads before i sent the cases away for 

painting!, guess i missed one eh?

Anyway my good old mate Tony from Pitstop motorcycles (01942 684684) came right round with his box of tricks and 
put an insert into the cases. Job done!!





Then i fitted the new DID 630 chain and set the chain tension. Once this was done i fitted the Rear brake rod and 
tightened up the rear torque arm. Then i noticed that the extra width of the JMC swingarm fouled the rod!! So a little 

gentle persusuian of the rod was required!





Then i fitted the blanking plug to the tacho drive because the electronic tacho does not require a drive. Then i fitted the 
four new Exhaust using a new fitting kit of course. The curse of the JMC swing arm struck me down again. The rear 

mounting bolts of the exhaust are very, very close to the arm. I may need to do some fine adjustments??







Then i fitted a new set of 29mm Keihin smoothbore carbs. I have had some adapters made for the rear of these carbs so 
that a standard airbox can be used, not cheap but it makes the whole set up look more like standard.





Then i fitted the refurbished kickstart. The kickstart is one of the very few parts we cant buy anymore new, so i have to 
get them re-chromed. They always look too good though!!



I have decided to fit the original chain case cover and normal clutch release instead of the hydralic one. This is a bit of a 
problem because i dont have one!! However i am bidding on a few on Ebay at present, but they seem to go for silly 

money!! This will also mean fitting the original clutch lever assy and clutch cable.

Next job is to fit the camshafts, check the shim clearances and put the cam cover on.Then i can fit the plugs, fit the 
dyna-s ignition, fit the tank and seat, bleed the front brakes and then get it off the bench!

Then i can think about starting it up!!

Saturday 1st September:

I decided to "borrow" a sprocket cover from another project so that i could finish off the engine covers. After 
fitting the clutch release and a new cable i fitted the polished cover and then a new gear change lever. Then i 

fitted a new clutch lever assembly. Once the sprocket cover and alternator cover was fitted i put on the 
chrome starter motor cover.





Then i fitted the camshafts using a new set of 16 cam shell bearings, then i re-shimmed the head and put on 
the cam cover using 4 new billet cam end seals and a new gasket. Then i fitted 4 new NGK B7EV plugs and 4 

new plug caps. Then i fitted the Dyna-S electronic ignition.

I adjusted the cam chain tension and turned the motor over on the starter. All sounded ok, no bangs or loud 
clonks!!!!











After that i fitted a hi-flow fuel tap to the Tank and then a new seat and strap.

The bike is basically finished now!

Just need to fill it with oil and petrol and get it running!!




